
An Anti Slip But Not As You Know It

Introduction

4Earth Anti Slip Mineral Tile is completely eco friendly containing less 
Glycolic acid than that of ladies make up !

Because in most cases it will not change or damage the aesthetics of a floor 
you can now win the orders you previously may have had to walk away 
from.

Safer floors mean less risk of slips, trips or falls and avoidance of costly 
compensation claims.

Following 4Earth Solutions application formula the highest slip resistance 
values can be achieved.

Proven Durability - GUARANTEED  you are safe in the knowledge that our 
anti-slip treatment will last for many years subject to a suitable cleaning 
regime, 4Earth Anti Slip Mineral Tile is guaranteed for 5 years.

Due to the fact that the surface roughness does not change the application 
of 4Earth Anti Slip means no extra work and therefore expense to add to 
the cleaning regime

For use with - Ceramic Tiles, 
Terrazzo, Quarry Tile, Slate, 
Granite, Polished Stone, 
Travatine and most Marbles

Unsurpassed Slip 
resistance has achieved 
up to 70 Wet PTV 
(Pendulum Test Value)

Eco friendly

NO Acid etching  (will 
not damage a floor)

Easy Maintenance and 
Cleaning

Proven Durability (up to 
64,000 footfall per hour)

Easy, Fast and Profitable to apply

It is possible for an experienced 2-3 man team to cover up to 1,000 square 
metres in an 8 hour shift*

Your existing anti slip applicators will love how easy it is to get great results 
and you will have a very loyal customer.

4Earth Anti Slip IS NOT A COATING it is a treatment that is simply washed onto 
the surface and washed back off again. The treatment achieves a Co efficiency 
of friction that will delight your customer.

Pendulum Test Values (PTV) of up to 70 are not uncommon, subject to material 
(The Health and Safety Executive ,UK recommends 36 PTV)

It is possible to achieve a 36 PTV within 30 minutes of commencing treatment 
As soon as the floor is dry it is able to be walked on!

For further details see our “Application Method guide”
1 Litre can cover between 4 and 8 square metres depending on the tile. (For 
further details please ask 4Earth Solutions for guidance)

4Earth Solutions now consult with World renowned Architects and institutions

Application

*subject to suitable training, experience and equipment used.

Product Information



        60 PTV

45-70 PTV*

Packaging

4Earth Anti Slip is available in the following sizes :

1 Litre, 5 Litre, 25 Litre

4Earth Anti Slip
            An Anti Slip but not anti slip as you know it!“ “

+44 (0) 191 567 0300               info@4earthsolutions.com            www.4earthsolutions.com

Superb Technical back up and support from a world wide brand

4Earth Solutions are on hand to provide all the technical support and back up 
you require.

We can advise on the correct dilution ratios for different materials.

Just send us a sample of the floor surface you wish to be treated and we will 
send and if necessary even create the correct solution for the specific job.

4Earth Solutions Ltd,  The Mowbray Centre, 
2 Tavistock Place,  Sunderland, SR1 1PB

United Kingdom

Typical Results

COF - When Dry                                                                          36PTV                                55 PTV           

COF - When Wet                                                                         36PTV                                12 PTV

(PTV - Pendulum Test Value)                                 *Depending on material

(COF - Coefficient of Friction)           

Health and Safety Executive 
Recommended

Before Treatment After 4Earth Anti Slip


